Freelance Logistics LLC is one of the largest Sourcing Agent and Stockist of a wide range of products. The company also offers complete Logistics Services. We have a wide business network that is spread in the countries of UAE, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Rwanda, India, and Cambodia. We also offer Logistic Services including Ship broking, Ship Agency, Freight Forwarding (air/sea/land), Customs Clearance, and Bunkering.

**Our Mission:**
We aim to build a growing and profitable business by consistently living up to the expectations of our customers and delivering on their requirements time & time again. We seek to realize this goal through active communication; by investing in the capabilities of members of our team; and by understanding our customers’ current & future needs. We measure our effectiveness and try to learn from our experience. We always strive to have a positive social and environmental impact in our work.

**Team:**
Our most important asset is the people selected to serve you. We actively encourage every member of staff to acquire higher-level skills and qualifications to maximize the quality of our products and service, to provide utmost customer satisfaction. We do not accept minimum standards. We demand the best. We have unique training style ensuring all new and existing staff is trained to exceptional standards. Training programs combine practical knowledge with achievement of quality and standards. These are all required to guarantee the levels of expertise and service you rightly demand.

**Assured Quality & Services:**
Quality and standards are rigorously monitored and are regularly self-assessed for the products & services we are dealing. The same exacting standards that are demand from our products and services are also imposed on all our suppliers and outside services. The company will only accept the finest products, the most reliable services and the fairest price.

**Chemical Waste Disposal & Management:**
At Freelance Logistics LLC we really do care. Not just about the bigger picture of protecting the planet, but about helping you with the ins and outs of your everyday processes. As experts in our field, having provided hassle-free chemical waste collection, recycling and recovery solutions, we can confidently offer affordable waste management services that are as good for you as they are for the environment. That means fast response times, value for money and excellent customer service are our main priorities. To ensure you get more out of your chemical waste recycling service, and keep more waste out of landfill, we offer:
- Trained Drivers: eco-friendly service when handling chemical or business waste
- Competitive Pricing: we cut costs as well as waste.
GYPSUM LUMPS

We are a trusted Sourcing Agent of Gypsum Lumps, based in Dubai. We are known for making available Gypsum Lumps in any quantity, as per clients’ requirements. Ready stocks of Gypsum Lumps are available with us at all times. So, we are capable of providing Gypsum Lumps even in bulk quantities very easily.

LIMESTONE LUMPS

Our company has become a trusted Sourcing Agent of Limestone Lumps. We are engaged in making available Limestone Lumps, as per clients’ requirements. The Limestone Lumps can be availed from us in any quantity as ready stocks are available with us. The Limestone Lumps can be bought from us at very reasonable rates.
Quick Lime

We are a renowned Sourcing Agent of premium grade Quick Lime. We are engaged in making available Quick Lime in different forms, such as Quick Lime Lumps and Quick Lime Powder. Quick Lime, offered by us, is in extensive demand for various industrial applications. The Quick Lime can be availed from us at very reasonable rates.

Sulphur Lumps

Our company is a well-known Sourcing Agent of Sulphur Lumps. Sulphur Lumps are in extensive demand owing to their diverse industrial applications. The Sulphur Lumps are offered by us in proper packing in order to retain their chemical and physical properties. Clients can avail Sulphur Lumps from us at very reasonable rates.
Oil Drilling Chemicals

We are a Sourcing Agent of Oil Drilling Chemicals. We are capable of making available Oil Drilling Chemicals in bulk quantities, as per clients’ requirements. Oil Drilling Chemicals, offered by us, are obtained by us from the most reliable vendors of the domain. The Oil Drilling Chemicals are in extensive demand owing to their numerous industrial applications. The Oil Drilling Chemicals are available with us at very reasonable prices.

Oil Drilling Chemicals:
- Adhesive and Sealant
- Anionic Surfactant
- Asphaltic based spotting fluid
- Caustic Soda
- Asphalt Sulfonate : Sodium
- Blown Asphalt
- Butyl Base Defoamer
- Magnesium oxide
- Glo Hex-Hydro Ethyl Cellulose
- Rig Wash
- Sodium Polyacrylate Polymer
- Citric Acid
- Hydrochloric Acid
- Soda Ash
- Soda Bicarbonate
- Potassium Sulphate
- Calcium chloride
- Aluminium stearate
- Calcium Carbonate (Lime Stone
- Drilling Mud Lubricants & spotting fluids
- Drilling Polymers
- Asphalt Sulfonate : Potassium
- Lignite Powder
- Sodium Asphalt Sulfonate
- Drilling Mud Surfactants
- Drilling Detergents
- Hydro Ethyl Cellulose
- Potassium Chloride (KCL)
- Sodium Sulphate
- Sodium Nitrate
- Sodium formate
- Zinc Carbonate-Hydrogen Sulphide scavenger
- NaCl Salt
- Caustics Potash

Fly Ash Powder

Located in Dubai, our company has created strong foothold as a reliable Sourcing Agent of Fly Ash Powder. We are capable of fulfilling bulk orders of Fly Ash Powder very easily. Fly Ash Powder, available with us, is in huge demand owing to its extensive industrial applications. Avail Fly Ash Powder from us at very reasonable rates.
**Aggregate Lumps**

We offer Aggregate Lumps in the market. Aggregate Lumps are processed from the natural sand, gravel and crushed stone. They are commonly used as binding medium to form compound materials in construction. They are also used as sub base for making roads and pavements.

---

**Cement Clinker**

In order to append and respond to the diverse demands of clients, we are able to offer Industrial Cement Clinker. The Cement Clinker that we offer is available in different lump sizes. They are used in construction purpose. We are capable of serving the bulk requirements of Cement Clinker in the market.
INDUSTRIAL ACIDS

For a wide range of Industrial Acids, we are the perfect destination in the market. Our Industrial Acids are formulated using high quality base materials. They are used as raw material, intermediary and catalyst in making different kinds of chemical and products. We ensure the safe packaging of Industrial Acids at the time of delivery.

INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS

We are an acclaimed trader of a wide range of Industrial Chemicals that is extensively used as an abrasive in different industrial processes. These are sourced from reputed market vendors to ensure that these are processed as per highest quality norms. Industrial chemicals we offer are accounted for their purity and accurate composition.
**Interlock Paving Blocks**

We offer the best quality Interlock Paving Blocks. The entire range of Interlock Paving Blocks is made up of high quality base material sourced from trustable dealers of the industry. The Interlock Paving Blocks are available in different sizes and specifications as per the needs of our clients. Interlocking Paving Blocks with various shapes, colors & sizes available at best & competitive Prices.

**Water Treatment Chemicals**

We bring forth an assortment of Water Treatment Chemicals in the market. Our Water Treatment Chemicals are very efficient in the purification of water. They are known for their purity and fast action in purification. They are high on demand water plants, effluent treatment plants, etc.

**Chemical Transportation**

If you are looking for safe and timely Chemical Transportation, just avail our service. We are specialized in Chemical Transportation (DG / Non DG chemical Transportation services) from UAE to all GCC and Middle East Countries. We are handling the shipment with DDP basis, with Custom Approvals in Qatar, Bahrain, Kuwait and Oman.
Door to Door Transportation

We offer highly reliable Door to Door Transportation. Our service of Door to Door Transportation is available to all the gulf countries. We have the backing of well managed resources like warehouse, fleet of transportation and skilled delivery personnel for timely and safe Door to Door Transportation. Our Door to Door Transportation solution is very economical as well.

Oil and Gas Transportation

We are name to reckon when it comes to offer trusted Oil and Gas Transportation service. We handle all type of Heavy Equipment’s Transportation related Oil and Gas Companies. Our well coordinated network spread all over the world that assists us in Oil and Gas Transportation. We ensure timely and safe delivery of Heavy Equipment of Oil and Gas Companies at the client’s end.

Road Transportation

We are one of the leading companies dealing in Road Transportation in the region with own offices and network through the GCC countries. We have specialization in heavy equipment Transportation services, Lowbed Truck, normal trucks, Curtain Trailers, Flat Truck, Box Trucks, Reefer Trucks, etc. We render Land Transportation services to all Middle East Countries as Door to Door solution for all types of Cargo such as General Cargo, Oversized Cargo, and Special Equipments. The customer needs to give only Invoice and Packing list. Rest all export documentation till delivery is our responsibility. We have fully equipped Vehicle for Road Transportation for all type of Oil & GAS Equipments and Chemicals with all customs formalities.
**PROJECT CARGO SERVICES**

We render the best Project Cargo Services. We provide innovative solutions and creative routing options to deliver your cargo to all regions of the world, including emerging markets without the infrastructure necessary to handle the enormous weight and volume of project cargoes. We are specialized in heavy lift & oversize cargoes, logistics plans and site surveys.

**HAZARDOUS GOODS CARGO SERVICES**

When it comes to Hazardous Goods Cargo Services, we are the company to look for. We offer container, bulk shipping and air freight services globally, as well as regional road transport solutions including IRAQ distribution service for the hazardous goods. Our specialist expertise includes the storage handling and carriage of hazardous goods and use of specialist containment solutions such as ISO-tank and flexi-tank solutions for bulk liquids, powders and gases.

**AIR FREIGHT FORWARDING**

Our Air Freight Forwarding includes custom duties clearance, cargo storage and distributions Services. We will handle supply chain solutions to support the handling and storage of solids, liquid, and gases, including drumming or packing liquids and solids in the right packaging unit. We ensure cargo’s safety as well as designing, building, and operating hubs and platforms to meet growing infrastructure needs in emerging markets. Our facilities are located for ease of reach and equipment access. With flexibility in facility size and type, we are able to select an existing site or set up what you need for optimal proximity.
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